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19. Al-Dostah (2007) Synopsis: In Afghanistan, Karim Khan is a young Afghan boy who grows up in Kabul and becomes a very skilled bombmaker. By 15, he is already more feared than respected. He’s a young child who discovers his sinister, insidious gifts for making death and destruction, and he is caught in the orbit of violent American occupation. He dreams of being a journalist and a doctor
and wants to travel. He makes a wish to get a U.S. passport. By 20, he has developed a skill for making bombs and has a mission to travel and be a doctor. Along with his friend and companion, Mira, he travels through the U.S. in search of a safer home. Released May 17, 2007 20. Tourist (2007) Synopsis: Based on a true story, the film follows Fahim Mustafa, an American tourist in Pakistan who is
stalked by a group of gunmen. This is what happened to American Ralph and Pakistani Saeeda before their infamous attack on the CIA station in Islamabad, Pakistan, which killed 13 people including William Francis Buckley, Jr. Release date: May 17, 2007 (United States) 21. How to be a Woman (2007) Synopsis: Filmmaker Kamal Ahmed, who is a Pakistani, is approached by the head of the
Sahitya Akademi, the Academy of Letters in India, who asks him to make a film on the subject of rape. Ahmed, who is a feminist and a well-known poet, agrees. The film follows a group of female college students in the village of Awaaz, and is about the transition from childhood to adulthood. Release date: May 17, 2007 (India) 22. Beautiful People (2007) Synopsis: The film starts with a
businessman who is in debt and wants to die. He goes to a remote village to perform his last rites. He accidentally meets an unusual young woman named Baghal, who is in love with him. The businessman is a bit indifferent, but when he gives her an obscene gift, she vows to make him her husband. She starts to woo him and give him a good time. He then realizes he has fallen in love with her. Release
date: May 17, 2007 (Indonesia) 23. Lost Souls (2007) Synopsis: The film is about two thieves who are out to steal 82157476af
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